Samsung Tablet - Sharing Your Tablet Screen in BBCU or MicroSoft Teams

This is about sharing your tablet screen via BBCU or MS Teams.

Requirement: Samsung Tablet (or any android tablets that support “cast”), PC

Get Your PC Ready using “Project”

1. “Project” can be found on Action Center of your PC or by searching “Connect’.

2. Once you click “Project” you will be given several options. Pick “Connect to a wireless display” then click “Projecting to this PC”
3. Click This Option

Connect to a wireless display

4. Projecting to this PC

Projecting to this PC
3. Configure the setting so that you computer can be detected from the tablet.
Connect to your PC from the tablet

1. Open the Quick settings panel, using two fingers, swipe down from the top of the screen. Touch the Smart View icon.

Note: Swipe left if the Smart View icon is not displayed. Smart View is called “Cast” in some android devices.
2. Touch the device you want to connect to. If prompted, follow on-screen instructions.

That is it!! Your PC will now show the screen of your table!
Share your tablet screen on BBCU or MS Teams

Note: If you are unable to navigate to any other application after being connected, press “Ctrl + Alt + Delete” and click “Task Manager” so that you can get your keyboard and mouse control back for your PC. You can simply close “Task Manager” Once you get the control back, you can now make “Connect” screen smaller if you would like to:

Once your tablet is connected to the PC, it will appear as a “Connect” on the list of applications that you can share on BBCU:
A similar procedure works for MS Teams:

1. Click “Open Share Tray”

2. Scroll down to find “Connect”

End result: